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Abstract— In Today’s environment most of the web search engine are based on semantic check which provide help to find out meaningful documents from the web. They generally rely on keyword matching while returning document in response to user query. There are many documents that are related to each other in a semantic way. These documents are semantically same. Then keyword matching does not provide exact results in order to return these semantically similar documents in response to user query. This paper proposes a new method to find semantically similar documents based on tree view ontology. The relation is enhanced by using relevant terms and calculates the fractions of these relations based on tree view. In this paper we provide performance results among different methods which shows the better affiance of proposed scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the huge amount of information presented on the web, it has been difficult to access relevant information by the users of web and maintain the information by any machine. This is because web content is presented primarily in natural language, and targeted to human reader. However, some search engines such as Google, Yahoo etc. are being used by user in order to access the desired result. This type of desired information is based on similarity checking. “Similar” word is referring to a resemblance in appearance, character, or quantity, without being identical. To check the similarity among documents is known as document similarity. We can verify this similarity if they give information about identical subject or define similar meaning in the form of synonyms. But sometime traditional methods do not show similarity among documents. If they do not contain exact keyword or some form of semantic meaning. But the method which can automatically compute semantic similarity among documents is more helpful as compare to keyword matching method. Exactly measuring semantic similarity between text documents presents a major challenge due to the difficulty and ambiguity of natural language semantics. Generally documents are said to be similar if they are predicted to convey the same idea or subject and these synonyms are check from word to word then sentence to sentence and at last to document to document. But in case of no one of synonyms present between both documents, What we should do. Now there is a requirement of such method which shows some similarity if there is a real relation exists between them. The” relationship” word shows if both documents provide the information about same subject or subject are related in some manner. Ontology term defines “The relationship exists between domains and it collect and organize terms of references”[1]. Using ontologies we can increase the route by addition of the concepts that are not present in documents. This enhancement may make the documents similar which are not already similar before this increment. Synonyms can be used for parallel expansion and vertical expansion for subclass. This paper organizes the ontology in tree view format for calculating similarity. This method will provide semantic similarity using ontological tree view which will create through some enhancement in footprint.

1.2 Related Work

When a number of methods combine, these provide better results than single method but some of them perform well in specific application [1]. There is a problem with document similarity computation that simple methods are not so much reliable, the statistics methods based on additional corpus data, some methods based on surface similarity rather than on semantic similarity. The following table show some measures of related methods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Classes</th>
<th>Class description</th>
<th>Main measures</th>
<th>Method description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary similarity models</td>
<td>word-based, keywords based and n-gram measure to determine similarity</td>
<td>Tversky’s Contrast Model[6]</td>
<td>Measures similarity as the ratio of common to common and distinctive features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distinctive Features based contrast Model[8]</td>
<td>Assumes that two motivations become more unlike to the extent that one motivation has a feature that the other does not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA similarity models</td>
<td>Latent Semantic Analysis models</td>
<td>the local weighting function[10]</td>
<td>Measures the importance of a word within a document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the global weighting function[11]</td>
<td>Measures the importance of a word across the entire corpus of documents, normalized each word using the local weighting function; an inverse document frequency measure, an entropy measure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are four major measure classes which are used for identification of document similarity such as binary similarity, LSA similarity models, count similarity and ontology based similarity model. The existing ontology based methods are usually based on direct mapping from text to concept, so their similarity calculation is also based on literal similarity. Many existing ontology-based approach [2-5] calculate the similarity between concepts by using different aspects. One idea is to get similarity between ontology nodes by checking the intersection of both ontology graph nodes [12].

1.2.1 Binary similarity model
This model based includes word-based, keyword based and n-gram measure for checking similarity. This model is easy but not so much consistent because it based on exterior similarity not on semantic similarity. It is not so much appropriate on that time when natural language’ people convey their similar opinion through different words

1.2.2 Count similarity model
This model based on a large text corpus for arithmetical computation but it is hard to attain such large text corpus in definite application [13]. It is same in case of LSA similarity model. It involve some similarity measure such as Correlation measure, Jaccard measure etc.

1.2.3 LSA similarity model
Latent Semantic Analysis model is based on local and global weighting function. These weighting function are used to generate weighted corpus representation and it is subjected to singular value decomposition.

A Relation Based Page Rank algorithm is proposed by Fabrizio L. et al. for Semantic Web search Engine. The author proposed a ranking strategy which concerns with the relation of keywords. The algorithm depends on data provided by queries. The page relevance is considered by using probability whether the page actually contains relation whose existence was supposed by user at time of query written.

Vladimir O. et al. provide the concept on Ontology Based Semantic Similarity Comparison of Documents. In his paper he considered ontologies in the form of knowledge structures that specify their properties and relations among them for knowledge withdrawal from the documents. They represented ontologies using a graph-based model that shows semantic relationship among documents. Instead of doing raw document comparison there is comparison after enhancement of document.

II. PROPOSED METHOD
To overcome the shortcoming of some similarity methods, we use ontology based method. An ontology is referred to a vocabulary that describes a domain of interest and specify the meaning of terms used in that specific vocabulary [14]. We use ontology tree view along with similarity checking at each root node along path. So we provide the name of this method is semantic similarity using ontology tree view.

The results are based on following calculations:

- At The start of checking there is a keyword matching at root.
- If keyword matching method fails then we apply semantic checking upon the enhanced tree.
- If it will not work well then we apply checking on levels. If result is estimated to 0 then we can find that there is no connection present between both documents.

2.1 Ontology Tree View
Our main aim is to check how much similarity occurs between two or more documents. We select a stored document and other document which is input document for comparisons. We will create ontology tree view for both documents for comparison made at level to level and enhanced both tree view through their domain word’s reference. Some steps which are involved for calculating semantic similarity based on ontological tree view. These steps are:
- Provide both documents at first level.
- Apply NLP parser and stopword removal procedure.
- Comparison starts from root (Firstly apply keyword matching method and if there will be failure of keyword match then check with semantic similarity).

If root node of stored doc will not match with root node of input Doc then root of stored Doc will be checked by nodes at sublevel in input Doc and we will repeat all iteration until all nodes will finish or no matching will occur as result. In case of no matching found we can say that there is no similarity present.

![Fig. 1. Tree of document 1.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Tree of document 2.](image2)
The documents are parsed by using NLP Parser with the help of Word Net then the trees of both documents are created and at last there is an expansion of data by using ontology for checking similarity. After expansion of tree in ontology form, nodes represent the object and edge represent relation.

III. EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of proposed method on semantic similarity, some experiments are performed. The result sets are based on percentage getting from different methods. These methods used vector space model for calculating similarity between documents. The high percentage show the efficient results which is given by proposed method.

3.1 Experiments Results

In original system, we have two documents depends on the selection of user for mapping the semantic similarity based on ontology tree view. We now examined the results produced by different methods. Firstly the keyword matching method gives results when there is a comparison between both documents. The result is 4 percent in this case which is specified by implemented system. The second method is semantic similarity which is based on semantic words. The checking of semantic words is done through wordnet which contains a lot of synonyms of each word present in the document. This method provides better results as compare to keyword matching method. This method gives 6 percent result in output which is better than keyword matching.

Now the proposed method is semantic similarity based on ontology tree view provides better results as compare to both methods shows its efficiency. It provides better results after using the additional attributes which are recognized as those terms which create relations between both documents by looking on both documents work as ontology. This method shows highest result which is 12 percent. These results can be shown in fig 6.
The graph shows the performance of all methods which satisfy with the highest performance of our proposed method. At x axis stored document is present and on y axis other input document is present. The performance of all method is shown by different colors.

![Graph showing performance comparison](image)

**Fig. 7. Performance chart.**

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a method which transforms the documents in a personal ontology. Here ontology shows that there is a relation presents between the documents in reality or not. The comparisons of all methods show that the proposed method provides the highest similarity results. This provides better results in case if there is a relationship exists otherwise no improved results than other methods.

V. FUTUREWORK

In this we will make tree view and compare it with root node with vector space method and find out some similarity between documents. But we will do it by using domain words find out through parse tree. Its analysis can be made easy if we will use some tool for tree view in future. So we will implement tree view ontology dynamically directly through domain keywords of stored and input file using some tool so that we can import directly tree view data from database in future.
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